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Recently it has been suggested that in so-called tobacco amblyopia, an uncommon condition characterized by centro-caecal scotomata which develops usually in males over 40 years of age, the visual deterioration is due to a failure to detoxicate normally the cyanide present in tobacco-smoke (Wokes and Picard, 1955; Wokes, 1958; Smith, 1961). This may be due to a relative or absolute deficiency of vitamin B₁₂ (Heaton, McCormick, and Freeman, 1958; Smith, 1961).

Certain strong brands of pipe-tobacco are said to be particularly liable to precipitate the condition, and in view of the hypothetical role of cyanide, it was decided to compare the cyanide content of smoke from various brands of tobacco.

Methods

Several consultant ophthalmologists and neurologists were asked to name the brands which in their experience were associated with tobacco amblyopia.

Three of the brands most frequently nominated, and seven other commonly smoked brands representative of a wide range of types of pipe-tobacco, were selected for comparison of the cyanide content of their smoke.

One pound samples of each pipe-tobacco were purchased from a large retail supplier, and combustion data were also obtained from a non-branded plain cigarette, "T", composed of tobacco used in major selling, "regular size", plain brands.

The experimental pipe-smoking technique was adapted from the Tobacco Research Council standard procedure (Bentley and Burgan, 1961). Whereas for standard cigarette-smoking experiments smoking conditions based on observations of human smoking behaviour have been adopted, comparable information on pipe-smoking is not available. In these experiments the standard conditions were determined mainly by the problem of keeping pipes alight throughout smoking, and to do this, it was necessary to increase the puff volume used in the standard cigarette-smoking procedures from 25 ml. to 35 ml. and to increase the frequency of puffing from one to ten per minute. It is recognized that the conditions used were somewhat unrealistic, and resulted in more rapid consumption of the tobacco than would normally occur during human smoking, but this should not invalidate comparisons between different brands.

In each test, smoke from four pipes, each loaded with 1 g. tobacco (moisture content as supplied), was collected in alkali traps. Cigarettes were smoked under identical conditions, leaving a butt length of 20 mm.

The contents of the four traps were combined and hydrogen cyanide was recovered quantitatively by steam distillation after acidification, and estimated titrimetrically by the method of Ryan and Culshaw (1944). Determinations were carried out on aliquots in duplicate, or until results showed agreement to within 20 µg.
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Results

The brands nominated for their association with tobacco amblyopia were identified by letters A, B, and C, and the other brands examined by the letters D to J. Their trade descriptions are shown in Table I.

The amounts of hydrocyanic acid produced from the various brands are shown in Table II. Repeated determinations on brand "F" established the reproducibility of the technique on one batch (mean 0.29 mg./g. smoked; SEM ± 0.008; n = 16); a minimum of two charges to each of the pipes was considered to give adequate data from the other brands. These studies did not include any systematic measurement of batch to batch variation in HCN yield from a given brand.

Discussion

It has been established that the proportions of various constituents of tobacco-smoke can be affected by changes in physical characteristics and in conditions of combustion of cigarette tobacco (e.g. Bentley and Berry, 1959, 1960; Berry, 1963; Wynder and Hoffmann, 1964) and there is evidence that there is a similar variation in the hydrogen cyanide content of pipe-tobacco smoke (Darby—unpublished observations). Since in smokers these factors are subject to great personal variation, they are likely to influence considerably the amount of cyanide to which a person is exposed.
Although the amount of hydrogen cyanide formed was greatest in brand "B", one of those associated with tobacco amblyopia, the difference in smoke cyanide content between this and other brands, expressed both as cyanide produced per unit weight and as a concentration, is considered to be less than the differences due to variation in the physical conditions of combustion. Moreover, the quantity of cyanide produced from tobacco "A", which had been named most frequently for its association with tobacco amblyopia, did not differ significantly from the other brands tested. It is also noteworthy that the cyanide content of cigarette-smoke was considerably higher than that of pipe-tobacco under those conditions. If, therefore, cyanide is responsible for precipitating visual failure in susceptible subjects, it is improbable that the reported association between this condition and certain brands of tobacco is due to intrinsic differences in the cyanide content of their smoke.

Most of the clinicians whose views were sought agreed that tobacco amblyopia occurs less commonly now than in the earlier years of the century. The condition tended to be associated with poverty and malnutrition among older men (Heaton and others, 1958) and it is possible that these factors not only contributed to a state of incipient vitamin B₁₂ deficiency, but also enforced the choice of cheaper brands of tobacco, both for pipe-smoking and for rolling cigarettes (Table I).

The frequency with which two or three "strong" tobaccos seem to have been associated with the ophthalmic condition may be a reflection more of their popularity and cheapness than of intrinsic differences in neurotoxicity.

Summary

The yield and concentrations of cyanide in smoke from various brands of tobacco burned under standard conditions have been compared.

The alleged association between certain brands of tobacco and tobacco amblyopia may be a reflection of the popularity of those brands in a susceptible population and not due to intrinsic differences in composition of the smoke.
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